60% of the 33,244 senior secondary school understudies from government funded schools in Davao Region took a crack at Technical Vocational (Techvoc) Livelihood Track starting last June 30, has a developing enthusiasm on horticulture and fishery industry. Branch of Education (DepEd) - Davao Chief Education Supervisor Jannete Veloso, in a meeting, said the rate has demonstrated that the understudies have seen an incredible potential on the common businesses in the area, for example, fishery, farming, modern, and home financial aspects.

"This is a decent sign since we are creating numerous alumni who will be extremely useful to the advancing enterprises that we have in the locale," Veloso said. Following the Techvoc Livelihood Track, 26 percent took General Academic strand, seven percent took Humanities and Social Science Track, and five percent took Accountancy strand. Every one of the three are a piece of the Academic Track that spreads 38 percent of the all-out 33,244 Senior High School understudies in the locale. Veloso said the Sports Track has minimal number of enrollees in the locale with just two percent. She said this is on the grounds that the Davao Del Norte Sports Academy is the main state funded school in the district offering sports track. Veloso said Deped-Davao asked both open and tuition based schools in the area to open more tracks, explicitly sports and sea tracks, to give understudies decisions that will meet their inclinations.

"The Senior High program in the locale has an eight more than ten assessment, concentrating the enhancement for the courses and track contributions of the schools," she said.

The Agri-Fishery strand was intended for hands-on learning and use of abilities that are identified with agribusiness and aquaculture. You will take different subjects that are associated with different employments, for example, nourishment preparing, elastic generation, creature creation, or scene establishment.
At the Agri-Fishery Arts strand, you can acquaint yourself with the generation enterprises of cultivation, creature generation, crop generation, elastic creation, butchering tasks, and irritation the executives. You can likewise make a plunge the field of aquaculture and find out about fish creation, fish wharf activity, and nourishment preparing.

This educational program intends to ensure that you are well-educated and solid and steady with the fundamental abilities and information just on the off chance that you work in homesteads or fisheries. You will likewise experience a Personal Entrepreneurial Competencies (PEC) appraisal so you can upgrade your business the executives’ aptitudes.

There are a great deal of organizations you can begin once you graduate in this track. You can open a fishpond, be a rice thresher, or start a little scale nourishment preparing undertaking. Be that as it may, this doesn't mean you can't seek after higher educations any longer.

You can even now take up seminars on farming, fisheries, and ranger service. After school, you can get to vocations, for example, advancement specialist, agriculturist, creature farming, or oceanic scientist.
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